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ABSTRACT
Currently, conduct and practices must support health on the best evidence available, subject emphasized in several countries. The purpose of this article is to reflect evidence-based practice in nursing work process. It is theoretical study-reflective, based on scientific literature and critical analysis of authors. Evidence-based practice arises as a movement to use judicious results of scientific research in clinical decision-making. The main challenge for evidence-based care is your implementation, because translating knowledge into action is complex process. That puts us ahead of the challenge the performance of health care professionals in the transformation and adaptation of your clinical practice. It is a fact that the last few decades have marked by an increase in the production of national scientific research to support evidence-based practice; however, the gap between research and practice still prevails. We must educate the professionals, managers, and especially users and patients about the importance of tackling the barriers to the incorporation of this practice, seeking the improvement of work processes in all its dimensions.


INTRODUCTION

Currently, discussions about the importance of conduct and actions of health based on the best available have emphasized in the academic, clinical and in the formulation of public policies of different countries. Experience an era when translating scientific evidence into action is essential for the provision of assistance with the highest degree of quality possible.

The last decades have marked by intense transformations in the organization of work in the area of health, determined by changes in corporate culture and in individual knowledge, as well as by technological development and incorporation of increasingly advanced methods for prevention, diagnosis and treatment of diseases. Such changes and advances change the process of care and professional practice of the nurse, requiring your constant updating and improvement.

Thus emerges the need to incorporate the technologies available on the market and follow up such development, with new thoughts and ways of acting. Alongside technological advancement, there is an increase in the production and dissemination of scientific knowledge, numerous evidence from surveys conducted in order to prove the effectiveness of interventions and support the decision-making of the nurse.

In this context, the decade of 1970 marked by greater appreciation of scientific knowledge, with the rise of evidence-based Practice (PBE), which defined as the judicious use of research findings in work processes, considering also the professional skill and the preference of the patient(1).

Currently, the PBE is a strong strand in the health area of developed countries, conducting research, teaching and practice of care. The PBE as one of the main strategies for decision-making led to the reformulation of the undergraduate curriculum in Europe, with a view to training professionals able to implement this practice(2). In Brazil, the movement of PBE is still not widespread in nursing work and in the process of formation of nurses; it becomes necessary to reflect on the theme and extension of your disclosure by the scientific community. Thus, the goal is to reflect evidence-based practice in nursing work process.

METHODOLOGY
Study of theoretical-reflective, whose rationale based on discursive formulation about the subject, sustained in national and international scientific literature and critical analysis of authors. Was based on the research of book chapters and scientific articles, and the books used are classics and reference on the subject. Based on theoretical construction about thinking reflective(3), addressed historical aspects/conceptual PBE and discussed on the application of this tool in the fields of practice of nursing.

EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE: HISTORY AND DEFINITIONS

Before be characterized as a profession, nursing was performed by lay people who paid patient care for solidarity, social obligation or imposition. In the old days, the health service mainly based on professional experience and expert opinion. These decision processes valued health professional's beliefs about what he believed is best for your patient, leaving the research and scientific knowledge in the background. The solidification of the scientific paradigm in nursing started with the work of Florence Nightingale (1820-1910)(4).

Between 1900 and 1950, the research activities in nursing were still limited, but some studies were carried out aimed at: education; organization of services; quantitative and qualitative of professionals; and satisfaction of patients and crew(5).

In the United States of America (USA), the year 1952 marked the expansion of research in nursing specialty areas such as community health, psychiatry, pediatrics and obstetrics, due to greater public investment.

Facing the growing nursing scientific development, noted that the evidence generated by researchers around the world would not the professionals health and patients so updated and reliable, with the purpose to address the gap between research and practice(6).

Therefore, seeking to overcome this gap, the Evidence-based Practice (PBE) appears in the 1970 as a movement to use conscientious, explicit and judicious of the best available evidence on clinical decision making about care to individual patients. Search if recognize publications with best scientific rigor (well designed and well conducted studies, with number sampling appropriate), compile these studies and make them accessible to professionals of health, thus reducing the uncertainties clinics(5).

Highlights that the term evidence-based, it was first used in the field of medicine, precursor of the movement area, as a new paradigm for medical practice and basis for clinical decisions, where these evidences and research s clinics should be promoted s above the intuition and the opinion of experts(1;5). Later, the term was applied to many other aspects of health and related areas, including nursing.

The search results considered main sources of evidence, also employs the patient's preferences, population patterns, clinical expertise and laws(5). The evidence classified in levels of strength, methodological rigor from generating sources.

The capacity of each design to control bias determines the strength of the evidence, establishing a hierarchy, in which systematic reviews of randomized trials occupied the highest rank.

The PBE based on the triad consisting of the following elements: evidence s, abilitys clinic with the professional and preferences of the patient, which should considered together in your implementation(6). The integration of these three elements provide a relationship between diagnosis and therapy able to optimize more effectively the clinical outcome and quality of life.

The application of PBE encompasses the holding of five steps: (1) turns of a question in question. (2) the pursuit of best evidence to answer it; (3) evaluation of validity, impact and applicability the information; (4) integration of evidence with clinical experience and the characteristics of the patient; and (5) evaluating the results obtained(5).

The movement of the PBE emerged evidence-based Nursing (EBE), in order to improve the care provided to the patient. The components of evidence-based nursing decision are the following: insight and expert opinion. These decision making about care to individual patients. Search if recognize publications with best scientific rigor (well designed and well conducted studies, with number sampling appropriate), compile these studies and make them accessible to professionals of health, thus reducing the uncertainties clinics(5).

APPLICATION OF EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE IN NURSING

Scientific research in the area of nursing growing
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constantly, especially with regard to clinical research, with well-defined methods and strong degree of evidence in order to support and subsidizing. However, the gap between research and practice still prevails. Despite the growth, the lag published research is still hindering the implementation of EBE in work processes and in professional practice of nurses. Consequently, the best evidence available in the best possible place.

More methodologies employed in Brazilian publications about PBE and health are systematic review with or without meta-analysis, review of protocols, study synthesis of evidence already available and integrative review. While the publications predominantly derived from the medical field, there is the presence of other occupational categories, with emphasis on nursing. Thus, the PBE is feature of research multidisciplinary⁸. It observed that the experiment considered gold standard of PBE – randomized controlled trial – still not found among the publications in the area of nursing, which ultimately negatively affect production of systematic reviews, which represent the highest level of evidence possible.

The use of evidence in the work processes of health professionals about both positive and negative reactions in the media and academics. The positive reactions refer to reach better results, especially clinicians; already the limitations are in the difficulty of extrapolating from evidence for the care of individual patients, in the need for basic knowledge of methodology, in the difficulty of access to evidence, and no shortage of professionals’ time. This practice of dynamic adaptation to challenge tends to qualify the services and improve the professional-patient relationship⁴.

Translating knowledge into action on health care is complex process, dynamic and in constant evolution⁹. Few institutions in Brazil recognized by the use of the PBE on their work processes, being a move rarely found as part of routine health care workers. Nevertheless, still the PBE has used in professional practice of nurses, even in short steps.

This is evident when it is shown that both healthcare facilities as nursing education, have been developing studies and researches aiming to test welfare models, in which the nurse is the center of the process, because it is he who observes, evaluates, questions, communicates and implements new knowledge in practice clinic⁸⁰.

The examples of use of the PBE on healthcare practice found in national and international literature, with positive effect on the result. In: evidence-based clinical audits for recent mothers, who had positive impact on childbirth assistance normal⁹⁰; construction of instrument for nursing history in pediatric intensive care unit, reducing the odds of failure in implementing the nursing process⁹¹.

It understood that the use of scientific evidence could use not only for the history of nursing, but in every stage of systematization of nursing care (SAE), especially in the preparation of the plan of care/nursing planning. As an example, the nurse should support in scientific evidence in the selection of the best technology for performing procedures such as injury cover, fixing intravenous devices, hospital infection prevention, among others, in order to achieve the best clinical results.

In this way, the professional turns out to provide evidence-based care as a replacement for careful empirical. The challenge is to identify the needs for assistance in the daily life of the professional, get your answers in the scientific literature and study them critical. Thinking about the stages of SAE, this includes listing the priority nursing diagnoses, adjust a care plan for the resolution of each diagnosis, implement and evaluate your actions impact on the patient. Whenever possible such actions must scientifically prove effectiveness through research with a strong degree of evidence.

Another aspect that encourages reflection is the use of the PBE in process of formation and updating of the nurses. Although if you want this professional will become consumers of research, with a view to the development of health and nursing practice, research not always incorporated as an activity in your process of formation⁹². Once the professional never used to make part of the everyday during your research training, the implementation of this practice in their work processes becomes more intricate and requires greater intellectual effort.

The National Curriculum Guidelines (DCNs) for undergraduate courses in health guide for training which promotes intellectual development and permanent training in the pursuit of professional autonomy. Accordingly, the guidelines of the unified health system (SUS) advocate general skills that should be six common to all health professionals, among them the ‘making decisions based on scientific evidence’. This means support of professional practice in the ability to make decisions for the appropriate use, effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of the work force, of medicines, equipment, procedures, and practice¹³.
In these contexts, the PBE would be a valuable strategy for the achievement of these goals, since incorporated into the training process.

In Argentina, it demonstrated that the PBE if not configured as a structured content within the undergraduate courses in nursing, however the graduates recognize the need to incorporate the PBE on training professional\(^{(14)}\).

With respect to permanent education, highlights the importance of linking the PBE to education of the nursing staff, and the nurse is responsible for promoting and sustaining this reality. The PBE should act as scaffolding for an education with emphasis on research and seeking the best evidence, setting up a major step to improve the quality of care provided to the patient\(^{(14)}\).

When considering the political dimension of nursing, the incorporation of evidence has been taking significant space in ministries and organizations. The Ministry of health offer to all professionals and students from Brazil's health scientific databases to assist in clinical decision-making and management, through Evidence-based Health Portal (Portal SBE)\(^{(15)}\). From 2012, it is possible for any of the 14 areas of health, with your respective council logging, access the Portal and search the best evidence available for a particular subject.

From 2015 the Portal SBE is strengthened by partnership with the The Pan American Health Organization (PAHO), World Health Organization (who) in Brazil and Latin American Center and the Caribbean health sciences information the PAHO/WHO (BIREME/PAHO/WHO). The aim is to incorporate the PBE the worker process of professionals and scholars of health, understanding how important movement of change in social assistance practices, as well as to disseminate and encourage the use of evidence in health.

In short, for serving evidence-based practice? Certainly, it is essential to provide effective assistance, with quality, safety and lower risk to the patient and professional, often combined with a lower cost and shorter time to perform a procedure through the incorporation of new technologies of care.

In this sense, government initiatives have created to develop the scientific, technological and productive capacity, such as the Secretariat of Science, Technology and Strategic Inputs from the Ministry of Health (SCTIE), which formulates and implements national policies for science, technology and innovation in health, and promotes research through federal funding.

Linked to the SCTIE, the National Commission on incorporation of technologies in the SUS (CONITEC), which advises the Ministry of health on incorporation, deleting, or changing health technology by SUS as well as in the Constitution or alteration of clinical protocols and guidelines. Once again, the application of the PBE on political dimension, since the analysis of the processes of incorporation of technologies based on evidence, taking into account aspects such as the efficiency, accuracy, effectiveness and safety of the technology.

On the national scene, the organizational contexts, ignorance in using research tools and in interpreting, the results of research are common barriers to PBE\(^{(16)}\). On the other hand, the higher vocational training more positive attitudes in relation to the implementation of the PBE in your practice clinic\(^{(17)}\).

The diffusion of the search methods of research and the dissemination of the same, as well as institutional incentives, are strategies to expand the use of the PBE. It should note that this practice requires previous evaluation by who performs, because you cannot just implement an evidence to any type of situation. She needs to be similar or close to, the context in which the research conducted, otherwise, replicates itself without analysis and discussion, which cannot generate response positive\(^{(18)}\).

**FINAL CONSIDERATIONS**

This reflection puts us ahead of the challenge of nursing work in the transformation and adaptation of your clinical practice. It is a fact that the last few decades have marked by an increase in completion and publication of scientific research able to support evidence-based practice in Brazil; however, there is still a gap between the available evidence and clinical practice of these professionals.

Although the PBE is, subject of numerous scientific events and is present in various journals and publications of the Ministry of health, the emerging need to extend this movement and incorporate it into clinical practice of health care professionals, starting by your training. The inclusion of the subject in the curriculum of undergraduate and graduate programs in nursing, as well as the use of PBE as part of teaching methodology, influence and encourage the student to make the search of scientific evidence essential for their studies and decision-making, making it easier and
reduces the barriers to your incorporation in the future professional practice.

The search carried out for the development of this reflection indicate that in the international arena, whereas developed countries, the incorporation of the work processes of the PBE nurse is advanced with regard to underdeveloped countries. This is a reality where some institutions have the movement in a cast in your practice, being part of the daily life of the professional evidence-based decision-making.

Already at the national level, many barriers found to the effective incorporation of PBE in clinical practice. In general, the country faces structural deficit, and personal as well as professional motivation, worn and often resistant to changes in your way of thinking, acting and working. We need to reflect and to raise such professionals about the value and importance of search results for your professional practice, fighting the barriers and transforming work processes in all dimensions of performance – education, care, management, and policy research – implying in improvements in the health system.
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